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DADE COUNTY PASSES GAY RIGHTS BILL
Today in Florida the
•ade County Commission
passed a gay rights bill
protecting residents' jobs
and homes from discriminatory practices basedion
sexual orientation. At a
heavily attended second and
final vote on the legislation, the Commission voted
the new protections into
law by a tally of 5-3. .The
new safeguards against discrimination comprise an
amendment to the local
human rights statutes: they
go into effect in ten days
and will apply throughout
Dade County, including Miami,
Coconut Grove, Miami Beach
and Coral Gables.
The vote came after
strong testimony from civil
libertarians and members of
the sponsoring organization,
the Dade County Coalition
for the Humanistic Rights
of Gays on the one hand,
and angry denouncement by
religious toes of the bill.
Notable among the latter
group were a former Miss
America, Anita Bryant, wellknown as television-commer-

FEBRUARY 1977
DIGNITY
IN BUFFALO
of
DIGNITY is a
DIGNITY/BUFFALO is

Frontier

cial singer for Florida
Orange Juice; and Alvin Dark,

baseball player with the
Chicago Cubs.
The,. Gay Coalition had
worked closely with the
Natxonal Gay Task Force in
lobbying tor the new legislation. NGTF Co-Executive
Directors Ms. Jean O'Leary
and Dr. Bruce Voeller, who
had flown to Miami to keynote a major fund raising
event for the Dade County
Coalition, said:
"Gays and civil libertarians in Dade County can
be rightly proud of having

gathering

people who recognize in
their lives dimensions of
need that are both social
and religious. The social
need is expressed in the
search for a community of
persons who are accepting
of various sexual preferences and who respect individuals where they presently

are.

The spiritual-religi-

ous need focuses on the
realization that many of us
have that we are not "all-

a part

of the DIGNITY/INTERNATIONAL
organization tnat gathers
together gay sisters and

brothers to respond to tne
invitation of Jesus to worship, share and create family. Here in Buffalo, we
gather three Sundays a
month, twice for a celebration of the Eucharist,
breaking bread together in
His name, and one Sunday for
a short business meeting
and for a period of study
and discussion on topics
such as "What does it mean
to say we are 'religious'
persons," "What is prayer?",
"What does scripture say
about being Gay?", etc.
OIGinITY makes its pri-

of-it", that there exists
realities greater than
ourselves, outside of ourwon a major victory against
selves; realities that in
heavy odds, including the
fact we are part of and that
editorial hostility of one
can be understood as very
of the area's major papers.
warm and positive—or as
Everyone in the United
hostile and oppressive.
For
mary appeal to persons of
States should examine the
the Christian, this reality
Catholic background, but
effective planning and concalled
God, a loving and
is
welcomes anyone interested
duct of the Florida actigentle Father who reveals
in joining with us in exvists, including such movement himself in community and is
ploring the depth dimension
stalwarts as Bob Kunst, Jack
found most radically in
of their lives.
Campbell, Bob Basker, and
our experiences of loving,
For those interested; we
Lisa Berry."
healing, forgiving, and
gather on the first Sunday
Dade County becomes the
of the month for Mass at
creating. As demonstration
fourth county of 38 municiof his attitude toward us,
5:00 p.m., at 63 Arlington
palities to adopt ordinances
Place with a Pot Luck Supper
the Christian believes that
protecting the jobs and homes
God revealed himself most
afterwards. On the second
of gays.
clearly and fully in the
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person of his Son, Jesus
the Center,
Main St.,
His
the
Christ.
life
of
for
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in
our meeting
5:00 and
been tapped by Carter for
human embraces and challenge,
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Washington, she would have
Jesus lived out what beThird Sunday we gather at
introduced a human rights
every
comes
for
believer
the
104 Normal for Mass at 5:00
ordinance for the city of
of
to
example
what
it
means
p.m. All are welcome
Rochester which would have
to
the
respond
graciously
created an office of Human
love of God; specifically,
Rights to investigate cases
In last month's sth Freedom
in terms of loving those we
of discrimination."
reported
we
on the Syracuse
Newsweek Magazine, comment- meet and caring tor the needy Thanksgiving Eve service that
Jesus
ing on Costanza's appointment, and the powerless.
excluded the gay community
is
recognized
thus
as
Lorddescribed her as "fiery" and
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and how Syracuse
the One around whom we
noted that "she once chewed
gather to acknowledge our
gays responded by leafleting
out her future boss in the
own need of healing and to
the event. We are happy to
saltiest language tor waffling whom we pledge our resolve
announce that on January 13th
on his opposition to abortion.' to share the
love He gives
the Syracuse Area InterAt a news conference after her us to create a
Religious council(S.A.l.C.)
human family
appointment, the first quesof brothers and sisters.
gave the Gay Community Ministion put to her dealt with
tries full standing memberher support for gay rights
ship. Both gay and non—gay
at the Democratic Convention.
On January 10th in New York members of G.C.M. together
Costanza spoke out strongly
City, the Rev. Paul Moore
with the influence of local
for gay civil rights then,
asked a congregation of 250
clergy were instrumental in
and also in a recent interpersons, "Is it your will that the decision. A delegate from
view with the Associated Press, Ellen Marie be ordained a
G.C.M. commented, "I'm happy
(Gay Community News)
priest?" When the gathering
that the S.A.I.C. board has
replied in unison, "It is.",
decided that their bylaws
Ms. Ellen
it was official
are worth living up to."
Marie Barrett, an avowed
XAlternative)
We continue with our feature,
lesbian, became an Episcopal
"Who are the Homosexuals?",
deacon. Another Rev. James
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Freedom
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Book Review ,
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be
Center News
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a priest," (High Gear)
week of the month) in March..

Carter
Names Costanza as Top Aide
Margaret Costanza, former
vice-mayor ot Rochester, New
York and a strong supporter of
gay rights, has been named to

a top spot on President
Carter's white House staff.
As Carter's "Public Liason",
her job will be to arrange
Carter's meetings with special
interest groups and to submit
monthly summaries ot communication trom such groups.
Jean O'Leary of the National
Gay Task Force praised the
Costanza appointment and said,
"At the Democratic Convention
at Madison Square Garden, she
wasextremely helpful and outspoken and tried to get the
gay issue m the platform."
Also on Carter's staff will
be Stuart Eizenstadt, who led
platform opposition to the gay
rights plank. The Plank was
never approved.

■Tim

Mains, former editor
The Empty Closet, Rochester's gay monthly, said,
"Midge has always been an outspoken advocate of human
rights here and has been one
of the tew local politicians
to actively seek gay support.
She has been an advocate for
her constituency, too. She
has arranged meetings between
gay representatives and the
Rochester Police Chief on
every occasion we have had
Had she not

■laint.

Success in Syracuse

Lesbian Ordained

—

in this issue

.
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sth Freedom
FEBRUARY 1977
VOL. 7, #2
sth FREEDOM is a monthly publication
of the Mattachine Society of the
Niagara Frontier located at the Gay
Community Center, 1350 Main St.,
Buffalo, New York. It is distributed free of charge in any establishment and with any organization
permitting such distribution. Our
monthly circulation is 2,000.
The presence of the name or picture
or other representation of a business, organization or person(s) in
articles or advertising in this
newspaper is not an indication of
the sexual orientation of such
person, organization or business.
We welcome any contribution of news
items, 'written articles, letters,
art work or photography by members
of the gay community. We cannot
guarentee the return of any materials submitted for publication,
whether used by sth FREEDOM or not,
unless specifically requested and
accompanied by a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. All materials
submitted are subject to editori-

alization.
Deadlines for feature articles,
letters, art and ad copy is the
10th of each month, for publication
in the following month's issue.
News items are accepted up to
publication.
Subscription fee for mailing and

handling is $3.50 yearly. Each
issue is mailed in a plain, sealed
envelope.
Mail subscriptions, address changes,
copy and contributions to:
sth FREEDOM
Box 975

Ellicott Station
Buffalo, New York

14216
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STAFF
Benji
Tim Denesha

Joe Dietrich
Claude Gary
Jim Helman
Kirn

Richard L.
Jose Q.
Dan Winter
Andrew Zach

All sth FREEDOM staff are volunteers.
Anyone interested in working on
the staff should call the Center at
(716) 881-5335, write to the address
above or drop in at the Center.
Permission is required for reproduction of any materials.
Ad rates sent upon request.
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EDITORIAL
Of all the challenges posed by gay
liberation and lesbian/feminism, none
is perhaps more profoundly controversial
than this: Has the nuclear family any
validity? Our society exalts the
strait-jacket role definitions of the
nuclear family: male as breadwinner,
female as housewife, children as understudies for these parts. There may be
no greater obstacle to the full realization ot each person's uniqueness and
integrity than the enslavement or the
nuclear family's role structure.
For many gays, this raises the
question of their own involvement with
their own families. Particularly in
cases where parents or siblings are
strongly condemnatory of the gay son or
daughter, the gay brother or sister,
is there_ any point in continued contact
with the family? Does the investment
of energy in a disapproving family
amount to anything more than participation in one's own oppression?
What is a family? Is it a matter
of bloodlines? Or lovelines? If the
people who happen to have given us
birth, raised us, or grew up with us
now look at us and refuse us their un-

the American Dream, are we loved at
all? And what is a family if it is not
love, and what is love if it is not un-

conditional?
For many gays, the frustration of
trying to win familial approval is insupportable, and so they redefine for
themselves another family. This nongenetic, non-nuclear tamily is bound
by mutual support and approval: they
grant one another the right to be who
they are, and ofrer eacn other the
psychic space in which to discover and
develop whoever it is that they are.
It is a family of lovelines.
Last month's issue of Fifth Freedom
published an enthusiastic letter from
Ruth Abrahms, one of the leaders of
the New York chapter of the Parents of
Gays/Lesbians. POG/L's avowed goal is
"the maintenance of love understanding,
and meaningful family relationships
between parents and their gay children."
For Ruth Abrahms and POG/L, the validity
of maintaining ties rooted in the nuclear family paradigm is unquestioned.
But can bloodlines become lovelines?
Or do the strict role prescriptions of
the nuclear family preclude the possibility of real love existing between
the members? What do you think?

conditional love and support, are tney
any longer our tamily? If we are
"loved" not for who we are, but for our
capacity to fulfill the requirements of

FROM OUR MAILBAG
Congratulations on the new format
and re-vitalization of the sth Freedom.
I think that I can speak for tne Buffalo
gay community in that your publication
has been greatly missed in the last few
months.

The quality, for such a small gay
newspaper, is outstanding. I especially
enjoyed the Allen Ginsberg article
and the letter from Ruth Abram. Keep
up the good work!

Sincerely,
„

Hey Gays,

Martin Klmgman

Can't find someone who's interested
in the same stuff you are? Well, just
take a gay gander at all these sooper
special interest groups currently
forming:
Gay Male Quadruplets
Gay Shintoists

Gays on Valium
The Patent Leather League
Gays Over Six Feet Tall
Concerned Androgynes
Involved Inverts
Toe-Fuckers of America
Gays with Dental Concerns
Gay Liechtensteiners
Gays for Maalox
Gay Linoleum Cutters
Gay Anti-Papists
The Cock Shuttlers Badminton Club
Photo Booth Cruisers Guild
Ken Doll Associates
Natural Lubricants Collective
The Thorough Hygiene Enthusiasts
All right, now, LET'S GET IT TOGETHER,
GAYS! Give mc a call or drop mc a line,
anywhere, anytime.
In Gay Unity,
Peter Withers

COMMENT
The smell of decay lies heavily on
lhe feeling of distrust is
The Center is
everywhere you turn.
the air.

charged with tension ' people coming in
off the street can feel the tension and
distrust so mucn that tney don't care
It's gotten so bad that
to be here.
even the people who nave worked very
hard to get tne Center going are turned
oif by it, so they also have stopped
coming.
lhe distrust has caused a split beOne
tween men and \vomen at the center.
group said, "If you want to worK at the
center on one of Mattachine's committees
you should he willing to join Mattacnine
so you can nave a voice." Then, when
you do join Mattachine, it's said that
you are trying to take over tne organization—tnis is tne kind of distrust
that has done the Center m.
The fact tnat 05% of tne members
are male, and 15% female has caused a
split. Wnile there is tnis large male
membership, only 10% ot the work force

is male, so that most of tne work is
being uone by the smaller female membership. Thia is continually Deing thrown
in the women's faces, and tne women want
to know wnere the men are when tneir
It's a good question
support is needed?

—wnere are the men?
So with all tne lack of caring for
other people's feelings, and the distrust, and the lack of interest in tne
Center, the Center is dying.
Iwas talking to one or the younger
His
people who comes to our dances.
question was, "Now what happens to the
younger people who can't go to the bars,
and nave no other place to go?" I told
him tnafs one question we nave thrown
around, but tnere seems to be little
or no interest in that problem.
I am sorry to say tnis, but the
present Center is dying. May it rest
in peace, we have outlived our
usefulness.
Claude Gary
President ot Mattachine

AIR POLUTION
over 200,000

SHORT SHOTS
KEEPS COUNT
CIA
The Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA)

copies, making it a Top Ten
It has sold
Seller." In case you've missed it on your radio, it's the
country-rock song "C.B. Savage", featuring a lisping, effeminate male voice making double-entendres over a truck
driver's citizen-band radio. Morty Manford of the National
Coalition of Gay Activists has protested the song, stating
that gays "are often forced to smother affectionate and
loving feelings for fear of being identified as homosexuals".
...he adds, "this is because 'exposure' frequently gives way
to loss of jobs, ostracism by friends and rejection by relatives. Why? Because of stereotypes such as the one advanced
in "C.B.Savage". (News West)

which by its charter

is prohibited from engaging in domestic intelligence activities, disclosed that it has in its possession the names of
300,000 people arrested for homosexual acts. The Rockefeller
Commission Report in its "Report to the President by the
Commission on CIA Activities Within the United States",
reveals that the list of names were received by the agency
from state and local police in exchange for CIA assistance,
The District of Columbia police have admitted that they had
kept lists of homosexuals since the 1930s and '40s.

LESBIAN
LAW FORUM
The Bth National Conference of Women and

the Law is
scheduled for March 24th thru 27th in Madison, Wisconsin.
Included on the agenda is a one-day Lesbian Law Section.
Initiated by the Lesbian Law Caucus the section will focus
If you
on providing legal services to lesbian clients.
Women
and the
write:
conference,
to
attend
the
would like
53706
School,
Madison,
WI
of
Wisconsin
Law
Law, University

(ADVOCATE)

DOLDRUMS
SIT-COM
Poor
have doomed "The

,

a
Nancy Walker Show
ratings
situation-comedy series which featured a gay character that
many had denounced as "stereotypical". ABC announced it was
cancelling the show while another series, "Snip" was dropped
before it even made the airwaves. "Snip" also featured a
Network sources
gay secondary character...a hairdresser.
say that the gay content had no connection with tne decision
to cancel "The Nancy Walker Show". As it now stands, "The
Bob Newhart Show" and "Mary Hartman" are the only sit-coms
running with gays in non-stereotypical job categories.
(News West)

ENOUGH
SAID
In the seven states that

have repealed their laws prohibiting private homosexual conduct between consenting adults
there has been no increase in the number of crimes of child
molestation, involvement of gays in non-sex crimes, or use
of force by gays. That was the conclusion of a recent study
completed by Dr. Gilbert Geis, a University of California
sociologist. Geis surveyed police departments in cities
with populations of 50,000 or more in Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Ohio and Oregon, as well as 47
gay groups and 13 district attorney offices. Fifty percent
of police officers reported that the changes in law allow
them to spend more time on crimes of greater significance.
(Gay Community News)

'P' IS FOR PERVERSION
Texas Motion Picture

Classification Board
The Dallas
letters like "S"
with
which rates films for young people
(nudity), and "L"
"N"
(violence),
(drugs),
"D"
(sex), "V"
(language), has added a new classification...it's "P" for
'perversion'!'. It seems that the board couldn't find a
"suitable" rating for two particular movies, one of them
being "Norman is that You?" Neither of the two contained
explicit homosexuality; "Norman.." gave a portrayal of gay
lifestyle in a humorous vein, and the other film "Swashbuckler", featured an effeminate villain who keeps a male
A local newscompanion with him at all times...heavens!
"The
as
board is
saying,
one
board
member
reported
paper
terrified that if a youngster sees anything resembling homosexuality on the screen, Dallas will suddenly turn into the
Sodom & Gomorrah of the Southwest." Dallas is the only city
in the country which has such a board. (Gay Community News)

j

(Gay News)

BLACK GAY JOURNAL

,

The heritage and problems of black gay people will be the
main theme in "RAFIKI" a new publication printed in Venice,
California. This quarterly journal, published by the Association of Black Gays (ABG) is named for the Swahili word
"RAFIKI" editors welcome manuscripts, art
meaning friend.
and photos from potential contributors. For additional information, write: RAFIKI, c/o ABG, 2800*2 Grand Canal, Venice,
California 90291. (ADVOCATE)

NO REGRETS

Elton John reflects on his coming out as a bisexual: "I'm
amazed at the reaction I got. After I said it, I was worried
that it might work against mc. People seem to be even friendLondon)
lier towards mc since I said it." (Gay News

-
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Home Baked Bread

25 greenf ield street

836-9035

One Block North of Jewitt off Main

Open for lunch 1 1:30-5:00/for dinner 5:00-9:00
Weekend breakfast from 9:30
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BLACK AND WHITE ENLARGEMENTS
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WHO ARE THE HOMOSEXUALS?
Part Two by Lyle Glazier

'

the art controls the man. My
novel was erotic, homoerotic
at first, because I was homosexual, secretly proud of my
sex drive. It was a mixture
Continuing from our last
much his colleagues know. He
of pride and guilt tnat l beissue, Lyle Glazier examines
has no police record, real or
gan to explore. Why was I
the crisis faced by the profacied, here. Here, he has
proud, why was I guilty? Why
fessional educator who has
never been trapped and quesat the heart of my guilt was
recently come out, after years tioned, and let go. But he
there another Rind of pridein the closet.
must beware.
The license
a fierce assertion that I was
granted by the new freedom
really as pure at the holiest
How can he endure the
be
a
may
trap.
he
If
expands
husband? only public condemerosion of respect from stutoo much, he may take chances, nation made mc vile.
dents who once made their
My life began to look not
admiration clear? Tragically, fall into new traps in a country where the language is a
simple
but complex. If I was
it is terribly easy to set off
mishmash of strange sounds.
a homosexual, from where
the illusion of erosion. A
Betrayed by the new culture,
sprang the stubborn drive for
well-placed hint can sweep
where
homoerotic friendships
heterosexual expression? If
through a class. When will
seem to be condoned ? he may
I was a homosexual, then why
his fear of losing control besuddenly find himself surcome visible?
the compelling need to marry
Students who
rounded by a curious company,
and have children? From
have never been absent, will
everyone pointing to him. It
where came the spontaneous
they cut? —who have never been is one
thing to throw oneself love and sexual pleasure
tardy, will they come late or
with
into a new and tantalizing
my wife? Was this social
leave early? —who have been
friendship, quite another
pressure only, or was there
attentive, will they begin to
thing to discover after the
from underneath a native genlook vague? The man in the
event that only the foreigner eric second track leading to
front of the room begins to
is a fag. Tragically, by a
Woman and the Home?
funbmle his words, to lose the
strange reversal, the foreign
I had a clear memory of my
thread of his thought, to miscity, which once seemed an
sexual birth.
I remembered
fire on the timing of disof new promises, becomes
it as in my early adolescence,
cussions.
If in the middle of Eden
itself a thicket of compromise
year I thought,
this, the very students he
until--just as he once escaped my eleventh
my grandfather's house.
grieves over bring him some
at
from home to this place—-he
new honor, he can hardly beLate one night, on the way
may now rejoice in the opporlieve his luck. How can it
trom inspecting his sawtunity, safe and unchallanged, back
be that he has been elected to
Gramp had stopped at
mill,
to escape back home, unscathed
their honorary society? The
to drop off my oldour
house
and just in time.
invitation must be a frame-up
er
brother
who had been viWhy would such a one, now
to expose him as a fraud. Unsiting him. Gram wanted aretired after years of teachder these pressures, who can
nother boy to take the place
ing, quietly removed from torblame him if, in time, teachments, speak up to shatter his of the one gone home. She
ing, which used to be a chalhad mc picked up and brought
repose? Why not live out his
miles to their house,
lenge, is no longer so much
fourteen
years serenely sheltered, profun?
where,
half asleep
already
tected, banking the fires of
The great danger is that
from
I unlong
drive,
the
lust?
Over several years I have
ne will indeed lose control—
dressed and tumbled into the
gradually edged out of the
if not over his classwork,
dark bed in the little bedthen over his sexual irregula- closet. Like many, if not
room off the kitchen, only
rities. Despairing of his
most queers, although I sufto discover somebody —an olwife, family, friends, and
fered from social guilt, prider boy—already in bed.
colleagues, he may take great- vately I never believed I had There followed a waking from
er and greater chances, like
done anything morally wrong.
deep sleep into half sleep,
an alcoholic boozing more and
I had a nearly unquenchable
then an emerging awareness
more, He may begin to frequent longing to purge the social
that something new and
guilt. Revealing oneself in
back alleys and dives where
strange and wonderful was
public, it turns out, is no
there is more danger of enhappening to mc.
panacea. One kind of schiztrapment, or greater social
and professional, or even
ophrenia (public self versus
physical risk. Neuroticism
private self) is exchanged
can explode. Cut off from
for another (publicly sancspending energy in profession- tioned behavior versus social activities, he may increase ally condemned behavior); the
his indulgences. He may even hysteria is unquenched.
For years 1 had been writlearn to enjoy the risk, so
that sex is not enough unless ing poems and fiction. The
poems were more successful,
it is spiced with danger.
because the tension of conIf this man is lucky, he
cealment could itself peak
may find new resources.
He
in a poem. Novels, particumay turn inward to self-anallarly in the genre of poetic
ysis, and write poems and
realism, become sodden and
stories of what his introsentimental if the writer
spection reveals. He may
discover that, while poetry is shies away from the neart of
his experiences, or rationalrevelation, it can also be
concealment, a clever exercise izes too much. i began to
in subterfuge to produce poems be more open. The poems
Not until I was over sixty,
of challenging ambiguity. The seemed to fresnen and bursearching in Gramp's diaries,
I begeon with a new power.
fun is in the deft brainwork
at first not discovering
gan to work on a long novel,
of weaving a disguise.
what I was searching for, did
Lucky another way, he may which fiourisned under tae
I learn my real age that
travel abroad, and in foreign influence of my new honesty.
1 borrowed the dianight.
For three years l had the
universities rediscover an
from
ries
an uncle, beginning
greatest thrill any man can
eminence lost to him at home.
my search in the diary writA homoerotic wanderer can ex*have, the thrill of being alten when I was eleven in 1922.
perience a kind of rebirth in most totally absorbed in my
Finding nothing. I moved back
work.
the anonymity of a foreign
to 1921, to ly2o, then jumped
I learned that, while to
country. In the new city,
ahead, puzzled because I
his reputation is untarnished. a certain extent a man concouldn't have been as old as'
He needn't worry about how
trols his art, in another way twelve or thirteen, but surely
4

no less than nine:

Then I
turned back to lyl9, 19i8,
and, on the point of giving
up, I tound in 1917 what I
had been searching for. I
had been only six years old.
Tuesday, April 2> 1917:
"Went to the mill this torenoon. Went to Montague this
atternoon and got Mrs.
,
Arthur's mother, who has come'
to see him."
Friday, August 24:

"Arthur's mother came

today,

and Arthur goes home tomorrow.
I don't know Arthur's age,.
but he was in his middle or
late teens, a boarder, a boy
In trouble, and my grandmother
took him at so much per week
to add to the egg money.
When a grandson came to visit,
she put himtoo into the little
bedroom off the kitchen, in a
double bed her boys always
shared.
1 can remember that
night being shocked, then
whirled into a wonderful new
pleasure, a secret pleasure
that l was not quite equipped
to exploit, but willing, a
happy convert, a glad conspirator: "Don't you tell your

Gram."

1 could pretend to have
been victimized, and try to
shift the blame. But why
should anybody be blamed for
giving pure joy? It was joy,
and through the next years,
into adolescence, with other
boys it was joy. Somewhere
along the years, blame and
guilt came too. Not enough
to put a stop. Not even marriage and children and a successful teaching career,
where the taboos became more
determined, brothers had
been taboo. Classmates had
been taboo, unless they took
the initiative, and you were
absolutely sure. Later on,
students were taboo, and for
that reason —because I started
teaching in a grammar school
children were taboo. Colleagues were taboo. Taboos
can be broken, but rarely, and
always with a threat of danger. Most of my activity was
sub rosa, anonymous, a quick
run, then a hurried retreat
back home. I doubt if I was
ever a threat to anybody who
was not already a threat to
himself. I learned to fall
in love for an hour, resigned
never to see my lover again.
In a few lucky chances, I
had protracted affairs, but
they broke up.
Sometimes,
because I thought I was being
unfair to my companion, I
found him a new lover, unmarried, one of my single
friends.
My fear of discovery grew
as I grew older.
I did not
dare to look deep into my
secret life for fear I
would find what society told
m2was there—sin, abnormality
ugliness, crime. I shied
away from a straight look.
Only in poems and stories did
I sometimes tlirt with scanning my social trespasses.
Not daring to look didn't
curtail promiscuity. My life
Continued on page 6
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ALLEN GINSBERG ON:
GAY LIB'S SIGNIFICANCE FOR DEMOCRACY AND FOR

MALE/FEMALE RELATIONS

significance. In my
opinion3 it is be a fer*vent3 accepted development
of Comradeship 3 the beautiful and sane affection of
man for man 3 latent in all
the young fellows 3 North
and South 3 East and West
it is by this 3 I say3 and
by what goes directly and
indirectly along with it3
that the United States of
the future (I cannot too
often repeat) are to be most
effectually welded together 3
intercalated 3 annealed into
a living Union,
So, that's really the

—

Walt Whitman is very
important on male tenderness.

He's never been

brought forth as a totem
or as a prophet by either
gay lib left for some very
precise statements he made
on the subject of men's

lib; this is in Democratic
Vistas, or prospects for
democracy, in which he's
talking about how, possibly, materialistic competition in America will turn
it into the fabled "damned
of nations"—which it now
has become. It may be
that "we are on the road
to a destiny, a status,
equivalent, in its real
world, to that of the fabled
damned."
He wrote:
Intense and loving comradeship 3 the personal and
passionate attachment of
man to man which3 hard to

—

define 3 underlies the

lessons and ideals of the
profound saviors of every
land and age 3 and which
seems to promise when
thoroughly developed3 cultivated3 and recognized in
manners and literature 3
the most substantial hope
and safety of the future
of these states--will then
be fully expressed.
It is to the development 3
identification 3 and gen-

eral prevalence of that
fervid comradeship (the
adhesive love 3 at least
rivalling the amative
love hitherto possessing
imaginative
if
not going beyond it) 3 that
I look for the counterbalance and offset of our
materialistic and vulgar
American democracy3 and
for the spiritualization
thereof. .. threads of manly
friendship 3 fond and
loving 3 pure and sweet3
strong and life-long,
carried to degrees hitherto
unknown--r-not only giving
tone to t}\e individual
character,, and making it
unprecedentally emotional y
muscular 3 heroic3 and refined* but having the
deepest relation to general
politics. I say democracy

infers such loving comrade

-

ship 3 as its most inevitable
twin or counterparty without
which it will be incomplete 3
in vain 3 and incapable of

perpetuating itself.

Then, in the preface

to

the

of
Grass, he adds, in a long
footnote:

.., the special meaning of
the Calamus cluster of
-Leaves of Grass the most
explicitly homoerotic of
Whitman r s works3 mainly
resides in its political

direction, I think, for gay
lib, for men's lib, the
whole thing, you know, the
release of emotions,
finally a release of tenderness, and that's the thing
being suppressed...by the
spirit of competition and
rivalry characteristic
of capitalist home economics. .distrust , paranoia,
hatred, and competition
between men rather than
cooperation; and the same
also between men and women.
I think a liberation of
emotion between men would
also lead to a liberation
or straightening out of
relations between men and
women, because men would
no longer have to be men in

.

relation to women in the
sense of hard and conquis-

tador

... the

development of

frankly emotional, non-

ital and emotional flow
go toward men more than,
as is more usual, toward
women. I thought the
point of gay lib was to
admit that variety of
development as being viable, making a place for
that. Otherwise, what is
a homosexual?
Unless you
want to have a homosexual
liberation front which
proposes that men should
develope out of homosexuality to a more equal
and democratic relationship with both women and
men. But I think you
could say: let the straight
flower bespeak its purpose
in straightness, which is
to seek the light, and
let the crooked flower
bespeak its purpose in
crookedness, which is to
seek the light. The
crooked flower has to go
around the rock to seek
the light. But the point
was to get to the light
of 10ve...50 you have
either biological or
conditioned man-love, and
gay lib movement which
purports to release and
make public those emotions.
One thing that gay lib
could do would be to break
down the fear barrier
that queens have against
women.
Breaking down the
fear barrier between men

and men would probably
tend toward that.

genital friendships with
men might also mean the

development, the opening
up of frankly emotional,
non-genital friendships
with women...
I think that's one of
the definitions of gaiety,
or homosexuality: that
there is a built-in conditioning, from very early
times, in which both gen-

Excerpted by Tim Denesha from
Gay Sunshine Interview with
Allen Ginsberg, Grey Fox
Press, 1974.

BOOK REVIEW

Allen Verbatim: Lectures on Poetry, Politics, Consciousness

reviewed by Tim Denesha
(Allen Verbatim: Lectures on
Poetry, Politics, Consciousness, edited by Gordon Ball.
New York; McGraw Hill Paperbacks, 1975;

Boswell-like, Gordon ball
accompanied Allen Ginsberg
on his cross-country speaking tour in spring, 1971,
recording the formal addresses as well as the question
and answer and discussion
period which toliowed them.
The subtitle is accurate:
lecture content ranges from
Ezra Found to opium politics
to mantra chanting; the richness of Ginsberg's sensitivities to each of many diverse

selves are certainly worthy
of attention, though given
concerns is amply demonstrated. the breadth of Ginsberg's
interests, an individual
In general, the verbatim
may find one address
have
been
oreader
sessions could
intensely
exciting, and the
from
mitted
the book without
next
entirely
dull. The poldeleterious effect; with the
of
itical
lectures
are purely
single exception
the expolitical,
the
changes with poet Robert
poetic purely
poetic, and the spiritual
Duncan, these sessions prelectures strictly spiritual.
sent only patchy, rather diOccasional incidental
luted samplings of Ginsberg's
references to gay issues give
thought. Perhaps Ball so
the book little direct intedeeply admires Ginsberg that
rest
for gays. Indirectly,
he believes even the hastiest,
most unthought-out words trom
however, Allen Verbatim is
immortalizing,
of importance to gays as
his mouth merit
that
even
the fiforgetting
gays, for it demonstrates
nest minds may be understandthis prophet of gay liberation's capacity for thinking
ably unimpressive in their
roughcut form.
far beyond the limits of his
The lecture texts themown plight. Particularly in

discussing the desperate condition of junkies (.whose
anguish, according to Ginsberg,
surpasses that of gays or any
other persecuted minority), he
overrides the short-sightedness
and self-preoccupation to which
oppressed minorities are prone.
This is not to deny the validity of our complaints, but
rather to ease the sometimes
intolerable sense of rage by
maintaining a perspective on
And herein
our condition.
lies the real liberation of
consciousness: when our own
pain opens, rather than closes us to participation in
the pain of others' lives.
Being gay becomes not a disadvantage to be overcome, but
a capacity tor growth to be
cultivated, celebrated. Allen
Verbatim is an example of this.
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CENTER NEWS
The Gay Community Services Center, located at 1350 Main
Street, will close on Febuary 28, 1977.,
The Center has served many people and many
gay and straight have used the facilities. The Center will
be missed by many In the community.
The consensus of the people present at the special
meeting on January ninth was that the counseler staff and
the Fifth Freedom should be maintained. Furthermore, the
Center facility was determined to be an encumbrance which
Mattachine could no longer realistically maintain. Negotiations concerning an early termination of our lease were
initiated and we have been informed that there is a party
interested in assuming the lease for the Center. This party
may also be interested in purchasing some of tne equipment
If there are interested people in
presently in the Center.
the community, please contact the Center immeadiatly at
881-5335, 6-10pm. weekdays.
Although the Center is closing, the essential services
will continue at alternative locations in the city. The
Mattachine Society will retain the Center phone lines so its
counselor staff may be reached at the same number. The Fiftl
Freedom will continue to be printed and will serve as the
vechicle through which the community may keep in touch.
The closing of the Center does not eliminate the fiscal
crisis which precipitated the closing. Closing the Center
obviously eliminates the overhead of maintaining it, but
also eliminates the source of the actual and potential income Mattachine depended upon. Namely, the 5,000 square feeof space that was available. All future functions will be
in rented premises, which do not come cheap. Now, more than
ever, Mattachine needs your support.
Please support the Fifth Freedom. The staff welcomes
artistic and literary contributions. All material will be
returned if desired. Please patronize our advertisers.
Their support keeps us going, so mention you saw their ad in
the Fifth Freedom. Contact us at P.0.8. 975, Ellicott
Square Station, Buffalo, 14214. Any donations would be
wonderful and checks may be made payable to: M.S.N.F.. Thank:

"Who

Are The

H...?" Continued his wife, who loves his chil-

was split down the middle,
violently schizophrenic.
How comforting it would be
to shift the blame—on Arthur
or other men I have known and
loved. How great to be able
to tell my wife, "I was a
victim." For I loved my wife.
I loved my children. I desired the security of a job
where my talents would be rewarded.
There was a stubborn voice
insisting there was no blame
except as induced by the social conscience. Why should
there be a sense ot guilt tor
a homosexual who satisfies

"new ideas in men's

dren, who does his job

consi-

stently well? narried and
gay. This double life adds
another complexion.
It can
imply that somehow the bisexual is better than-the homosexual. I never believed
that. Different. But not
better. A queer myself, I
loved too many queers not to
respect them.
This double standard for
homoerotics came to the fore
last summer when I accepted
an invitation to appear three
times on a gay radio program.
Continued on next page

VILLA
CAPRI

fashions"

937 Main St.
corner of Allen
Buffalo, N.Y.
Home of

Monday-Saturday 10:30-6:00
43 Allen

St..Buffalo

mon.-fri.noon-4am

sat.* sun. Ipm-4am

886-0520

nn

DOWNTOWN
212 Franklin Street 842-1182
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS

X

MON: BEER NIGHT: Draft .25
TUES: QUARTER NIGHT
Every other drink .25
WED: CHICKEN NIGHT: Free wings
THURS: TWOFER NIGHT
SUN: CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
12-4 p.m. Buffet of eggs, sausage, muffins
and split of champagne for $2.00
12-8 p.m.: Screws and Marys .50
8 p.m.—closing: Bar drinks 2/$l.OO
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CLASSIFIED

I became neurotically in-

blame on the queer.
flamed.
It was not what I intended,
there was another part of my
On the first program, after
answer. Time ran out. The
I read some poems, one of the
did
"Why
you
asked,
co-hosts
program concluded before I
for
rent
bedroom
in 4
Room
of
the
decide
to
come
out
could give the second part
886-0943
month.
house, $55 per
I
question
had
set
or even mention that there
sth FREEDOM classified rates
James
Place
or 633-5437. St.
up myself because I wanted to was one. Partly, I think, I
are lOc/word, $1.00 minimum.
make my record clear.
I inwas cravenly relieved not
Waiters needed for party on
uwo-part
tended
a
answer.
IM_Ml_H__Mn-M_H-_MH-i
to
have got to it. But I
Must
Sat. nite in February.
the really did have it ready:
First,
an
indication
of
8»6-0943
or
be attractive.
ANYONE interested in joining
complexity of the problem:'
"I came out of the closet out
633-5^37.
a social group/rap group/UUA
is not monolithhomoeroticism
of gratitude to you and the
Gay Caucus chapter/something
Shares for sale, Richmond
ic.
is a whole spectrum thousands of gays in the
There
for bi/gay/sexual people which Street Health Emporium, Ltd.,
of patterns of homoerotic
Stonewall Nation who have had
will be meeting at the
Toronto. $750,00/ share-base
"Why should a maractivity.
the courage to say, 'we are
Unitarian Church, please leave offer or highest bid. Box 191,
ried man, a father, come out
not
criminals. The only
your name at the Center or
Postal Sta. A, Willowdale,
of the closet? By doing so, he crime we commit is the crime
call at 881-5335.
Ontario
he would be telling an untruth. of self-fulfillment. We harm
In spite of anything he could
nobody.'" I meant to thank my
FOR SALE: Professional sound
Rail fan and model railroader
say, people would think him a
host because, thanks to him
system and light show. Ideal
seeks others with similar
homosexual. He is not a nomo- and his friends, it is no
for disco. Best Offer. Phone
interests. Write Box 975,
sexual. He is bisexual. He
longer necessary for married
Drawer RL, Ellicott Station,
881-5335, ask for Claude or
can love both men and women."
to risk being trapped by
gays
Buffalo, N.Y. 14205
Kirn.
I read consternation in my
the police in the Greyhound
interregator's eyes, and reStation John.
alized that he felt himself
Reprinted from the Nov./Dec.
the victim of one more betray1976 issue of "The Humanist";
al, one more instance of the
concluded in our next issue.
threatened party putting the
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88,7 p.m., 9-9:30 Saturdays WBFO-FM, NATION, STONEWALL

881-5335. at Center Community
Gay the call S.O.s. & G.R.O.W. on intormation For
6:00, at dinner
pot-luck and meeting Membership General Sun. 20th
pm. 8:00 at meeting Freedom sth-.
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7:30 at meeting Board Mattachine Tues. Isth.
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